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INTRODUCTION 
Suppose R is a commutative ring and H a commutative/cocommutative 
Hopf algebra which is a free R module of prime rank. The set of 
isomorphism classes of R algebras which are Galois H objects forms an 
abelian group (see Chase and Sweedler [a]). In this paper we show that 
when H is an algebra over a special subring of the p-adic integers contain- 
ing a full set of (p - 1)st roots of unity, then the subring consisting of 
those Galois objects which are isomorphic to H as H* module 
(H* = Hom,(H, R)) is isomorphic to UE~(R)/[U~(R)]~, where the 
notation U,(R) means units of R congruent to 1 modx and 5 is a (p - 1)st 
root of an element b of R which will be seen to characterize the Hopf 
algebra H. 
The paper is organised as follows. We briefly review notation related to 
Hopf algebras, integrals, and Galois objects in Section 0. In Section 1 we 
present the description of Hopf algebras of order p given by Tate and Oort 
in their paper “Group Schemes of Prime Order” [S]. Such a Hopf 
algebra H is associated with a pair of constants a, b. In fact Hz 
R[x]/<x” - ax) and H* x R[x]/( xp - bx), where ab = wI, (some unit of 
R). In Section 2 we describe the H* module structure of H and the H* 
module structure of a Galois H object S, and we state what it means for S 
to have a normal basis (S z H as H* module). In Section 3 we assume R 
contains a (p - l)st root of 6. We show RZ/pZ c H from which it follows 
that S contains a “Kummer order” C, modp S, with S, = R and SiS, = Si+i. 
* The material in this paper is taken from part of the authors Ph.D. thesis, which was com- 
pleted at the State University of New York at Albany under the direction of Professor 
Lindsay N. Childs. 
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The description of the group of H Galois objects with normal bases is 
obtained in Section 4 with the aid of a structure theorem for such objects, 
namely, that S has a normal basis if and only if S ZY R[l] with a specified 
action of H” on t. 
Our description of the group of Galois objects with normal 
eciahzes to results of Childs when Ha (RZ/pZ)* and p is not a unit [3], 
Kreimer when p = 2 [S], and of Chase when Hz RZ/pZ [2, pp. 39,83]. 
The proof involves a detailed examination of the structure of the 
algebra H, its dual H*, and its Galois objects. It is highly C~rn~~tat~Q~a~ in 
nature. I agree with the reviewer that the same result can prQba~~y be 
obtained using the theory of group schemes. 
We start by briefly reviewing some results in the theory of 
and their objects, mostly taken from “Hopf Algebras” by M. Sweedler [7]. 
Let R be a commutative ring and H a Hopi algebra, finitely generated 
and free as R module with coalgebra structure given by 
A = comultiphcation, E = augmentation 
and with anitpode map S. 
Then H* = Hom,(H, R) is also a Hopf algebra with operations induced 
by duality. I, the space of integrals of H, is given by 
I= (fEHgf=e(g)f for all gE 
A commutative R algebra S is called an H object if there exists an 
algebra map 
(all unspecified tensoring is over R) satisfying (a @ 1) 0 CI = (4 @ A ) 0 c1 and 
d,. Following notation introduced by Sweedler, we write 
Note that H is an H object via A and is called the trivial H object. 
If S is an H object, then S is naturally an 
induced by CL For f E H, s E S, 
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where ( , > is the usual duality map. This module action satisfies the 
measuring property 
f, w> = c (f(l). SMf(2) . t). (0.6) 
On the other hand if S is an W* module with action that measures and 
{hi,fi) is a dual b asis system for H and H*, then S is also an H object via 
a(s)=~fi.sQh,. (0.7) 
S is said to be a Galois H object if S is a faithfully flat R module and the 
S algebra map y: SO S + SO H given by 
is an isomorphism. Note that if the map c1 is given by an H” module 
action, then 
y(s Q t) = 1 s(f, . t) Q h,. VW 
We shall make use of the following properties of Galois H objects. 
PROPERTY 0.10. S contains no proper subalgebra which is a Galois H 
object [2, p. 11, Theorem 1.121. 
PROPERTY 0.11. If I is the space of integrals of H”, then I. S = R. [From 
[2, Theorem 9.61. 
1 
The results in this section are taken from a paper by J. Tate and F. Oort 
[8], where they classify group schemes of prime dimension whenever the 
base scheme is special in a way to be described. The description of Hopf 
algebras of prime dimension comes from a consideration of the affrne case 
in [S]. 
Let Z, be the ring of p-adic integers and x: ff, -+ Z, be the unique 
multiplicative section of the residue class map 
z, + q/p q = F, [I6 p.441. 
Let AP = Z[x(E,), l/p(p- 1)] n Z,. A, is the ring of elements of Q(x(lF,)) 
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integral at all places not dividing p(p - 1) and also at one place above p 
(see [S, p. 7-j. (For example, A, = Z[ij, A, = Z[i, 4(2 + i)].) 
The Tate-Oort description of Hopf algebras of prime dimension is 
accomplished by first giving a description of the group ring of the cychc 
group sf order p, which we will need later. 
Let R be a A, algebra and H= RG, G cyclic of order p with generator c’. 
Then Tate and Oort show [S, p. 91 that N has an -basis consisting of 
il 2 Xl > x2,-.> xp- 1 }, where for i = I,..., p - 2 
xi= - c x-‘(m) urn ( U( F/J = units of F,) 
G-it WEp) 
p--l 
xp-l=p- c d 
j=O 
P--l 
=(p-l)- c a/ 
j= 1 
The xi’s satisfy 
x; = wixi for i= l,...,p- 1 Cl.21 
andxp=w,x,, whereo,=l,oiEU(R)fori=l ,..., p-f,andw,=po,_,. 
(See p. 10 of [S] for an exact description of the oi3s in terms of Jacobi 
sumsinvolving x.) 
t follows that H has a basis consisting of 
{1,x, x2 )...) XP--l/xP=wpx 
setting x = x 1 . 
I (I.31 
This basis is interesting from a Hopf algebra viewpoint because the 
augmentation ideal E of H, E = (h E H[ .s(h) = 0 j, is generated by the 
powers of x. 
P--l 
H= c Rxj (I.41 
j=O 
and 
E= 2 Rx’ [S, p. 8, Lemma 21. 
i= 1 
Also, the antipode map S: H+ H is given by S(X) = -x. The comulti- 
plication is given by 
481/109/2-2 
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1 d(x’)=l@x’+x’O1-l-p i=l 
[ 
ifJ wix’g ziI oj 
P-‘oixj 
+ ’ 
xp-l+i-j 
@Wp-1+:-j 1 R P. 9, (1111. j=i Oj 
(1.5) 
The group Z/pZ with respect to the basis { 1, x,..., xp-‘} of R(Z/pZ) is 
given by 
C”=l+l-p i=l 
--!I- (‘z’ Fxi) [S, p. 9, (lo)]. (1.6) 
The main thrust of the results of Tate and Oort as far as we are concerned 
is that any free Hopf algebra of prime dimension p over R is determined by 
a factorization in R of w, and has a basis similar to that of the group ring. 
Suppose H is a free Hopf algebra of dimensionp over R. Then H has a 
basis 
(1, x, x2 )...) xp - ’ >, where xp = ax, (1.7) 
and 
d(x’)=l@x’+x’@l 
where ab = w, and, as before, 
&(Xi) = 0 for all i and 5’(x) = --x. 
(See [S, pp. 13-141 for details of this construction.) 
(1.9) 
Fact 1.10: Isomorphic Hopf Algebras. Suppose H is determined by the 
factorization w, = ab and H’ is determined by the factorization wp = a’b’. 
Then Tate and Oort show that H and H’ are isomorphic as Hopf algebras 
if and only if there exists u E U(R) such that a = up- ‘a’ and b = u1 -Pb’, that 
is, a = a’ up to a unit with a (p - l)st root in R [S, p. 161. In particular H 
is a group ring if and only if b is a unit with a (p - 1)st root in R. 
2 
In this section we examine the Hopf algebra structure of H*, the H* 
module structure of H, and the structure of a Galois H object 5’ in light of 
the results of Tate and Oort. 
Dual Algebras. The dual algebra, H*, of His shown by Tate and Oort, 
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using Cartier duality, to be the Wopf algebra corresponding to the 
factorization oP = ba [S, p. 121. 
This has basis (l,, .f, f ',..., f p- ' > with fp = bf and 
Af’=l@f’-tf’@1 
The two Tate-Oort bases of H and W* are dual in the sense that 
(s’,x’)=Q ifi#jfori,j=Q I,..., p-8 
<lH, lH*) = 1 
and 
(f’, xi) = some unit of R, for i = 1, 2,..., p - 1. 
Which units are involved can be seen by considering the fact that if 
x”xm =x1, then 
(f’, *‘) _ 1 y4’fJ x”> (f”‘l xm), 
n QJtH 
and a little thought reveals that this question is satisfied for al: choices of 
n, m, and i only if 
(f’, xi) = (1 -p) uj. (2.1) 
Recall that the space of integrals Z of H* equals {g E *: fg=&f)g foor 
all f E N* 1. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Zf H* has the Tate-Oort basis (1 < ,dLf"-"lf"=bf) 
then Z is generated by b -f P- '. 
Prooj (I) Zc (b-fPml) R. Suppose 
g=‘f’ rif’EZ, 
i=O 
then since E( f *- ‘) = 0 
p--l 
fp-' C r,f'=Q 
i=O 
p--l 
arofP-'+ c ribf’=Q sincefP=bf 
i=l 
=t-r,fP-’ = - c ribfi. 
i=l 
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By uniqueness of coefficients this yields 
rl...rp-2- -0 and ro= -br 
p--l 
*gc(b-fP-l)R. 
(2) (b-fPpl) RGI. Suppose g=br-fPplr for some rER. Then for 
all i = l,..., p - 1 
fig+&f'fP-1,. 
=f’br -f’br since fP = bf 
= 0 = &(f’). 
Hence g E I. 
We now describe the H* module structure of H. Recall from (0.9) that 
this is given by 
fi.hk=C (f’, h&) h:,, 
hk 
=$ (f’, h:,,) h:*, 
since H is cocommutative. Since 
d(xk)= 1 @xk+xk@ 1+ &[;g,l$Xj@$ 
J 
P-l bo,x’ 
+c 
Xppl+k-’ 
-63 
j=k wj 1 
> 
Op-l+k-j 
applying the module structure map yields 
from which we see that 
fi.l=&, 
fi.x’=(l--p)oi+ 
bqxp-’ 
for all i 
up-1 
CUkXk--i f’.Xk=- ifi<k 
Ok-i 
(2.3) 
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and 
Si~Xk=bWtXp-‘+k-i 
w p-lfk-i 
if i > k. 
h0POSITION 2.4. H is generated over H* by xp- I. 
For i= l,...,p- 1, 
Xi=WifP--l--.XP-~ 
w  P-1 
since 
and 
f”F’ .xP-l bXp- l 
(1 -PI wp- 1 =l+(l-p)Wpe; 
Hence H is generated over H” by xp-‘. 
Let us now suppose that R is a AP algebra, H is a Hopf algebra of 
dimensionp given by the factorization o, = ab, and S is a 
What can we say about S? 
Remark 2.5. Since S is Galois, I. S = R (Property 0.11). Hence since I is 
generated by b -f p -I, there exists s E S such that (b -f p- I). s = 1. 
DEFINITIQN 2.4. Now suppose that S N H as an El* module. Let M = 
f $0, Sl I’m., Jp- 1 > be the image under the H* module isomer 
Tate-Oort basis (1, x, x2 ,..., xp-’ > of H. We call JV a normal basis for S. It 
follows from (2.3) that the H* module action on JV is given by 
f’.$Z (1 -p)up,,++ 
P-1 
ifi<k 
and 
y,sk=bu:,s,-,.i-k ifi>k 
p-lti-k 
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and by Proposition 2.4 that 
~i=~fP-l-i.s,pl, i = l,..., p - 1. 
Claim 2.7. If JV is a normal basis for S, s0 is a unit. 
s0 E SH* = R since it is the image of 1 under an H* isomorphism. Now 
reduction modulo any maximal ideal of R preserves the hypotheses of the 
claim, hence, since s0 & 0 modulo any ideal, it must be a unit. In view of 
this result, we shall from this point on assume without loss of generality 
that if JV is a normal basis for S, s0 = 1. 
Since for i = l,..., p - 1 
(2.8) 
we shall call JV the normal basis generated by sp _ r . 
PROPOSITION 2.9. Suppose that A’” is a basis for S such that 
Jv-= (1, 31, S2Y, s,- 1 1 
and 
,.=$fp-l-f., P-1 for all i= l,..., p - 1, 
then the R module isomorphism 
given by 
41s) = 1, 
qqSi) = xi 
is also an H* module map, so S 2: H as H” module and N is a normal basis. 
Remark 2.10. Suppose .Af is a normal basis for S generated by sp ~, . 
Then (b-fP-l).Sp--l=(p-l)Op--l, a unit of R, since fP-l.~p--l= 
(1 -PI mp-1. 
We shall make use of the following result in Section 3. 
PROPOSITION 2.11. Suppose R is a Ap algebra which is a local ring with 
maximal ideal M, and H is the Hopf algebra given by the factorization 
wp = ab. Suppose S is an H object suck that (a) S is a free R module of rank 
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p, and (b) there exists s E S such that (f p- 1 - 6) * s = 1. Then if b is not a 
S is a Galois H object. 
ProoJ: Since R is local, the map y: SO S -+ S@ H is an isomor~bis~ if 
and only if it remains so when R is reduced to the residue field [I, 3.2, 
roposition 63. We may therefore without loss of g is a 
field, S2 H vector spaces of equal dimension over and b=O since h 
reduces to 0 in R/M. In this case H N R[f]/(fp> 
Claim. Let s be the element such that f” - ’ . s = 1 from ~o~diti~~ (b). 
Then the set {fi. s/i = 0, l,..., p - 1 > is a basis for S. 
Proof of Claim. Since Dim,,!3 =p it is only necessary to s 
elements are linearly independent. 
Assume x = C{:d ai(f’. s) = 0. Multiplying by f p- i yields a, = 0 since 
jrj = 0 for j 3~. Then multiplying by f p- 2 yields a, = 0, etc. 
In order to show that S is Galois, we need to show that the map 
y: SOS-+ SO H given by y(Cksk@ tk)=CkCisk(fi. t,)@x’/o,(l -p) 
is an isomorphism (see (0.9)). It is sufficient to show that it is sujective. 
This is an immediate consequence of the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.12. For each i= 0, l,..., p - 1, there exists a set 
((a,,bk\lj~SxSsuch that 
Fa,(f’.b,)= 1 
Cak(fj.bk)=O forjfi. 
ProoJ: For i=O set a,=l, b,=l, ak=bk=O for k>P. Then the 
proposition holds since fi ’ 1= 0 for i greater than 0. 
For i=l,z ,..., p-l set b,=fP-l--k.s. For k>i set a,=@ Set a;=l, 
For k<i set ak= -C h, k a,(fk . bh). Then for j = 0, a,..., p - 1 
adfj.b)= 2 df%J since ak = 0 for k > i. 
k k<i 
CaseI. j>i. Here for all summands j>k so fj.bhk=fifPpl-k.~= 
JfP-l+(l-k).S=O SQ Ckak(fj.b,)=O. 
Case 2. j = i. Here also fj ' 6, = 0 for all k < i so 
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Case 3. j < i. Again J“. h, = 0 for all k <j so 
~“k~fi’hk)=uJ(f”bj) + C Uk(f’hk) 
k>j 
=',+ c ak(f"hk) 
k >J 
=o by definition of a,. 
This establishes the proposition. It follows that 7 is surjcctive since for 
each i, ;f(ck ak@hk) = 1 @x’/o,(p- I)), an s basis element of s@ 11. 
Hcncc S is a Galois H object. 
3 
In this section we assume that II is not a zero divisor in R and that R 
contains a primitive (p - 1 )st root of h. say 6. Since R contains x( F,), R 
must contain a full set of (p - 1 )st roots of h. We examine the consequcnccs 
of the existence of b’ for H and S. 
Let R be a A,-algebra with the above property. Let H be a Hopf algebra 
of dimension p given by the factorization CD,, = ah. Let K(ZjpZ) have the 
Tate-Oort basis { 1, X, . . . . 2’ - ’ }. Recall that 2 = o,,X. 
~ROF’OSlTION 3.1. We can construct a well-d&cd algebra homomorphism 
given hy 
extended by linearity to RZlp7. This is we/l dejined since 
xp = w,x H h”XP = i&lx 
= w, 6x. 
Suppose CJ generates ZlpU. Recull from ( 1.6) thut 
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Under the homomorphism, the image in H of the group Z)p22 must be a 
group with generator 
and since y is non-trivial in H the group generated by y is i~orno~~~~~c to 
UPZ. 
We have 
(3.3) 
and 
We have 
yp= 1. (3.4) 
(f’, y’) = &qj). (3.5) 
(Immediate from the definition of y.’ and (f’, y’).) 
For j= l,...,p- 1 
f.y’=f. 1 +gj c 
’ ~ ’ gkxii)kf. Xk 
k-l Ok 
and 
= Bx( j) yj 
f.y"=f.l=O. 
1t follows that 
y. yj = ai,( j)‘yj for 1 <j<p - 1 since 5x(j) E I?. (3.7) 
Note in particular that 
.fP-LyLbyi for all j= l,...,p- 1. (3.8) 
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Let us now examine what the existence of this group in H means for the 
structure of a Galois H object, S. 
DEFINITION 3.9. For i = l,..., p, let 
s,i= {SESlf.S=X(i)as} 
= (sESlf.s= (f,yi) s>. 
Note that 
S,,=S,=(sES(f’S=0}=R 
since the powers off generate the augmentation ideal. 
PROPOSITION 3.10. 
s,s,i = s,i+,. 
Proof. This proof is similar to the argument used by Chase and 
Sweedler f2, pp. 36-391 in the case where H is a group ring. 
Since S is Galois, 
s@S=S@H 
via 
Recall from (0.9) that with respect to the dual bases of H and H*, 
(l,,x’} and {lH*,filoi(l--)} for i=l,..., p-l, 
Claim. 
y(S@ S,,) = SO Ry’. 
Suppose s @ t E S @ S,j, then 
y(s@t)=stOl+ &-~;Sf+@Xi 
=st@l+l-pi=t I 
ip-f1sX(iojj6it~xi 
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(since if t E S,,, fi. t = (X(j) 5)j t) 
=st@y’ 
Now suppose CC(S) = s @ yj then 
f.s=(J;y.‘)s (see (0.5)) 
*sESyj. 
Hence soy’c y(S@ s,,,. 
We have the following sequence of isomorphisms: 
Hence SO (S,, 0 S,,) is isomorphic to S@ S),>+, where the composition ma 
is I @ mult in S. But S is a faithfully flat R-module (0.7), so 
s,uq = sp,. 
COROLLARY 3.1 I. If z E S generates S,I then zp generates S,, = R, so z is 
a unit of S. 
Also for any z E S,I) 
zie s,,, z-f. zi = x(i) %z’ 
andfP - ’ . z’ = bz’ 
(3.12) 
If N is a commutative, cocommutative Hopf algebra, then the set of 
isomorphism classes of Galois H objects forms an abeiian group. 
sketch the construction of this group. Details may be found in Chase an 
Sweedler (see 12, pp. 21-24, 34, 1061. 
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DEFINI~IOY 4.1. If S, Tare both Galois H objects, then S and T are said 
to bc isomorphic if there is an R algebra, H* module isomorphism between 
them. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Suppose S and T arc Galois H objects. Then we define 
an II object S. T where 
S.T= ~siOt,0hi~SOTOH~1010d2 ~.~@f@h, 
i. (; 1 
=r,@or,-01 ~.si@ti@h, 
( )I 
CT P. 341, 
I 
S. T is an H object via 
r,.~(SOfOh)=sOtOd(h) [IT p. 1061, (4.3 
and Chase shows that S. T is a Galois H object. 
The I/* module action on S. T is given by 
fw3tow=~ <.~~~(,,>soto~,,,. (4.4) 
Chl 
The set of isomorphism classes of Galois H objects is a group via the 
operation 
[S]. [T]= [S. T], (4.5) 
where [ ] indicates “isomorphism class of” [2, pp. 21 -241. The trivial 
Galois II object is [H]. 
When H* is an abelian group ring RG, this is the same group defined by 
Harrison in [4]. 
Duct 4.6. In a paper entitled “The Group of Unramitied Kummer 
Extensions of Prime Degree” [3], L. N. Childs is able to identify the sub- 
group consisting of those Galois RG* objects with normal basis provided 
G is cyclic of prime order p and R contains a primitive plh root of unity i. 
In fact, he shows that the subgroup 
U;p(R) where li,( R) means units of 
= [C',(R)]" R-1 modsrandi.=i-I. 
We shall show that a similar result holds in general for commutative, 
cocommutativc Hopf algebras of prime degree, provided R is a A,, algebra 
and, if H is given by the factorization op = ah, R contains a (p - 1 )st root 
of 6. 
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Fact 4.7. When p = 2, the group of Galois El objects with normal basis 
has been described by H. Kreimer [S, pp. 353-3611. 
Since when p = 2, A, = Z, every free Hopf algebra of dimension 2 can be 
described by a factorization of 2 in R. Kreimer shows that if N is given by 
the factorization 2 = ab, then the group of Calois H objects with normal 
basis is isomorphic to 
U&R) 
C WW12 
15, pp. 359-36lJ 
Fact 4.8. When H is the group ring R(iZ/pZ), Chase has shown that tke 
group of Galois H-objects with normal basis is isomorphic to 
U(R) 
U(RIP 
[IT PP. 39, 831 
THEQREM 4.9. Let R be a A, algebra and M the Hopf algebra given bl 
w,=ab. That is, H=R[x]/(xP-ax>. Let R contain a (p- l)st root of’b, 
say 8, not a zero divisor. Let NB(H) be the subgroup of the group @” 
isomorph~sm classes of Galois H objects satisfying S N M as * module. 
Then 
UdRl 
NB(H) CT5 [ &.(R)]P’ 
where U,(R) meaus units of R = 1 mod u. 
efore we prove the theorem, we show that this result implies t 
of Ckilds, Kreimer, and Chase in the cases where iy= RG* (provided 
contains a (p - l)st root of w,), p = 2, and 6-I= RG. 
N= RG”. In this situation b = w, so we need to show that (up to unit) 
f5,,4=&1, [ some ptk root of unity. 
This is clear since (up to unit) oP=p and both ;1 and 6, are (u 
(p- lfst roots ofp [3, p. 4181. 
H=RG. When H=RG, b= 1 and 
Usp(R) = Us(R) = U,(R) = U( 
p = 2. kenp=2, 8=b so 
UdR) = U,(R). 
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Before beginning the proof of Theorem 4.9 we note that the group 
is well defined since 
U,( R)P E U,,(R). 
For if u = 1 + 8r for some Y E R, then 
28 = (1 + &v)* 
= 1 + b% 
= 1 + 5% 
for some ? in R since bl p. 
Proof of Theorem 4.9. The proof of the theorem uses an extension of 
the methods of Childs’ proof in the case where H is the dual of the group 
ring and depends upon the following: 
THEOREM 4.10. Suppose R is a-Al, algebra and H is a Hopf algebra given 
by the factorization op = ab, with b E R. (H has basis { 1, x,..., x*- ‘lxp = ax> 
and H* has basis (l,f,...,f*-‘If” = bf) as described in Section 1.) Suppose 
S is a Galois H object. Then the following are equivalent. 
(1) S has a normal basis (S N H as H* module). 
(2) There exists z E Us(S) such that f * z = %z. 
(3) There exists t E S such that S = R[ t] and f. t = 1 + Et. 
Proof of Theorem 4.10. (1) * (2). Suppose {so = 1, s1 ,..., s,-r} is a 
normal basis for S. Let 4: H -+ S be the H* isomorphism which maps xi 
to si. Let z = d(y), where y generates the group in H described in 
Proposition 3.1. 
(3.2) 
Then 
1 [ 
%(l -p)+wg; 
p-1 5’ w. 
=- 
1-P 
-s*-11 1 --s.- 
Wiwi-1 ’ 
1 
P 1 i=2 1 
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by the action off on the basis (1, s1 ,..., sP- 1 > (see 
Recall from 3.9 that 
Since f. z = Jz, z E S,I. 
Claim. 
Suppose 01 E S,I then 
S,, = Rz. 
a = c ajsj, ajE R 
i=o 
and 
p--l 
f.ct = C 5aisi since a E S,.I 
i=O 
By the action off on (si} (Definition 2.4) 
Equating coefkients yields 
Za, = (1 -p) al 
b 
EapM1 =-a 19 
w P--l 
from which it can be seen that 
-. 
blaO 
a,=(l-p)oj 
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= U()Z so S,, = Rz. 
It follows from Corollary 3.11 that z is a unit of S, and by the definition of 
z, z-lmodx. 
(2)+ (3). Since zE Uh(S) 
z=l+i;t for some f E S. 
Then .I‘. t = 1+ & since 
.f(l+&)=S4+@f 
=i;l‘. ( (f. 1 =O) 
and 
j-.(1 +K+fz=h4(1 +hr) 
and 6 is not a zero divisor in R. 
To show S= R[r] it is sufficient to show S, = R,[r] for all prime ideals 
4 of R. If b 4 y, then b is a unit in R, with a (p - l)st root in R,, hence H, 
is the group ring R&Z/@) by Fact 1.10. In this situation it is well known 
that H,* decomposes as an R algebra into H,* = ei R,ci, where the set 
{vi} is the dual basis to { $} c_ H,. The H: module S, decomposes 
likewise into S, = oi IJ~‘S,. It is not hard to see that for each i, 
t’i SC, = s,, 7 so we have that 
S, = & A’<,,, N & R,z’. 
i; I i- I 
But if S, = R,,[z], S,, = R,[t] since 
t=(l/h)(z- 1). 
If h E q, then by Proposition 2.12, if R,[f] is an H, object satisfying 
(a) dim R, r =p, 
(b) there exists some element o of R,[t] such that 
(h-fP -‘).~=a unit of R,[t], 
then R,[r] is Galois and hence equals S by (0.9). 
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Let 
co E R,[t] even though b is not a unit since 
b ’ 
I! i if1 ’ 
i = l,..., p - 2 and gp- ’ = b. 
To show that (b-f *-I). CO is a unit of R,, it is easiest to examine t 
expression for 0 in terms of z. 
(This can be seen by setting z = 1 + 6t in the second ex ression and gather- 
ing up coefficients of ri.) 
Recall from (3.12) that since 
f.z=Ez, 
fP-l.Zi=bzi for i = l,..., p - 1, 
SO 
and 
P-1 
c 
i=l 
bz’ 
(&f+'-l).o=b%jd (p-~)-p~li~)+(lp~i 
( i= 1 i=l 
=(p-I)@,-1, a unit of R, ~ 
im R,[t] <p since R,[t] c S, S a Galois N object, so it is only necessary 
to show dim R,[t] >p. The argument of the claim o 
shows that [ R,/qR,] [ t] contains at least p linearly ind 
namely, {fi. w  > for i = 0 ,..., p - 1, and since rank 
R,[t]/R, = dim 2 [tj 
4 
481/109/2-3 
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we have 
dim R,[t] >/p. 
Hence R,[t] satisfies the two conditions and is thus equal to S. 
(3) -+ (2). Let z =f. t = 1 + Et. Then z = 1 mod 6 and 
,f.z=.1‘.(1 +I$ 
= i;( 1 + 6t) sinccf. 1 = 0 andf. t = 1 + 6t 
= hZ. 
Suppose z is not a unit of S. Then f’. t = z is not a unit of S 
*J.rE.P for some maximal ideal Y of S. 
We need to show that f‘. 1’~ 9 for all i. Since j’. t = z and .f’. z = 62, 
J“. trF.‘p for all i. 
By measuring, 
f’. t’ = 2(1‘. f) 1+ 1 “t’ ‘“‘,~)(J” ’ ‘) E ;y 
l--P,-, 
sincef“. t E .7 for aI1 i. 
I p I 
A similar argument works for higher powers of t to show .f. t’ E 14 for all i. 
It follows that for all sets {a,, h,},, ,, u,, h, E S, 
c a, f. h, E ,b. 
Recall from (0.9) that since S is Galois, the map 
y:S@S-t.s@If 
given by 
is an isomorphism. In particular them exists a set {a,, hi} such that 
But this is only true if zi u,J‘. b, is a unit of S, which contradicts that 
xi u,f‘. hi E .Y. Hence z is a unit of S. 
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(2) and (3) + (1). Let 
@p-l Ozzb (p-l)- 
( 
be the element defined in (2) + (3). 
CEaim. o generates a normal basis for S, that is, the set 
N= s,=l;si=w 
i 
zfp-l-i.w 
P--l I i= l,..., p ~ L 
is a normal basis as defined in (2.8). 
Proof of Claim. We need to check that the f”s act the right way on the 
Si’S. For i <j 
oi 
= 
Op-l+r-j 
bs, _ 1+,-j’ 
For i>j 
fi.Si=fj.--.L, OF: fP-l-‘.o P 1 
For i=j 
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We have already seen that 
so 
fi.si=w,(l-p)+$bsP~l. 
P 1 
These are exactly the relations needed (see Definition 2.6). It remains to 
show that N is a basis for S. 
The set { 1, t, t2 ,..., r*-’ } is a basis for R[t] provided tP can be expressed 
in terms of lower order. 
Now z=l+k so 
(1 +Kty-zP=O 
3 b6tp +p8 (terms of lower order) + 1 - zp = 0. 
But zp z 1 mod b5 since z - 1 mod 6 so we can cancel bg throughout to 
obtain 
tP + (terms of lower order) = 0. 
A’ is a basis for S precisely when the matrix representing JV’ in terms of 
the powers t is invertible. To see that this is so, consider the trivial Galois 
object H. For H, the basis ( 1, x,..., xp - ’ } is a normal basis and the 
elements corresponding to z and t are 
and - 
p-lx; 
f=l-p 
-Lx- 
(jji ’ 
respectively. 
The element corresponding to w  is xp ~ ’ since 
(3.3) 
so 
C x(j)‘= 0 for all i <p - 1 
j=l 
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has the same expression in terms of tE H as the set JV 
has in terms of t E S. Hence the matrix with entries in expressing N an 
terms of t is the same as the matrix expressing ( 1, x,..., A?~- r ) 
and so must be invertible. Hence JV is a basis of S which we 
seen to be normal. 
Proof of Theorem 4.9. 
via the ma 
iven by q5( [A’]) = zp for z corresponding to S as in (2) of ?Y 
ecali that zp E S,, = R.) 
First we show q5 is a homomorphism. 
(a) Well-defined. Suppose zr, z2 both satisfy condition (2) of 
Theorem 4.10 for S. Then S,I = Rz, = so z; = uzz, UE kig( 
tdPe [?IJg(R)Ip so z;=z$ in Up(R)/[U,(R)]p. 
1 d(CS. Tl) = d(CSl) &CTl). ecall the definition of S. T from 
Definition 4.2: 
and 
Now suppose zs, zT are as in (2) of Theorem 4.10 for S, T3 ~espective~y~ 
Consider the element zs@zr@y of S@ T@IB: 
z,@z,@y~S. T smce y is group-like 
so (l~1~A2)(z,~zT~y)=zS~zT~y~y~~ and cr,(z,)=z,@y~ 
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a,(~,) =z,@y (claim of Proposition 3.10) so (a,@+@ l)(z,@z,@y) = 
zsOz,OyOyOy, zsOz,Oy~UdS~T) since z~EUZ(S), ZT~UdT), 
and y E Us(H). Also 
f. (z.soz,oY) = (f, Y)(zs@z.@Y) (0.5) 
= $(z,@zTc3y). 
It follows that 
and 
qJ[S. Tl= (z~ozToy)p 
in R since yJ’ = 1 
(c) 4(H) = 1 since zH = y and yp = 1. Hence $ is a well-defined 
homomorphism. 
Now we show q5 is injective. Suppose q5[S] = 1 
=+- zp = up E Us(R)“, replacing z by zu - ’ we may assume zp = 1. 
Then the H* isomorphism 8: H + S which maps t to t (t; t as in (2), 
(3) + (1) of Theorem 4.10) and extends to H = R[fl multiplicatively is also 
an R algebra map since e(l) = 6( y”) = zp = 1 so (1 + sop - yp maps to 
(1+ gf)p - zp. Hence [S] = [HI and d, is injective. 
It remains to show that 4 is surjective. Consider the polynomial ring 
R[X], where X is an indeterminate. 
(ax+ l)P- 1 mod @’ since blp. 
If ZE Usp(R) then 
(5X+ l)“-2s: mod %’ 
so 
(5X+ l)p-z=@‘G(X) for G(X) some manic polynomial. 
Consider the ring 
R[W/G(X) = RCtl, where t denotes the image of X in R[X]/G(X) 
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under the quotient map 
anactionofH*onR[t]byf.t=I+ measuring 
powers of t. 
;fu-fiy tl& t), 
S means 
etc.) Since, for we must have 
S. r = I r = 0, this gives an action of H* on [t] which is we~~-~e~~e 
provided 
f.(l +b”t)P=f2 since this relation 
sof.F=Oso we have to showf.(I +b”r)p=O. Set z= I ib”t, then 
f.z=f.l +I$9 
= 82. 
e will use the measuring property to show 
f.P=Q. 
Considering the trivial Galois object H, we saw that 
f. y’ = x(i) 5yi 
and 
f.y”=O. 
By the measuring property, 
When we apply measuring tof. z2 in R[t] we find 
(3.6) 
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and similar arguments for higher powers of i show 
f- zi = x(i) 6 zi 
Hence H* acts on R[t] in a well-defined way, satisfying the measuring 
property, so R[t] is an H object. It remains to show that R[t] is Galois. 
We do this locally for each prime q of R. 
b # q. If b is a unit in R, then H, is the group ring R,(Z/pZ) and 
R,[t] = R,[z], where z = 1 + 6t since 5 is a unit. In this situation a result 
of Chase and Sweedler shows that R,[t] is Galois. In 12, Lemmas 4.14 and 
4.151, it is shown that when H= R(Z/nZ), Galois H objects are in l-l 
correspondence with R algebras which decompose as R(Z/nZ)* modules 
into the sum R@J@J2,..., 0 s” ~ ’ with J a rank 1 projective R module 
and J” N R. In our case R,z plays the role of J. 
If b E q, then an argument exactly similar to that of (2) + (3) in 
Theorem 4.10 shows that R,[t] is Galois by Proposition 2.11. Hence R,[t] 
is a Galois H object and q5 is surjective. 
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